Master Tile supplies the finest in swimming pool tile, coping, plastering, and decking products. Since our origin in 1998, Master Tile has been a leader in the introduction of new and innovative products for the swimming pool industry. We import waterline tile from premium manufacturers throughout the world. Our coping lines include kiln-fired clay brick as well as imported natural stones.

We have locations in Houston, Dallas, Oklahoma City, New Jersey, Tampa, Anaheim, and Las Vegas. Through our numerous locations and well-stocked inventory, Master Tile is capable of shipping material directly to customers, anywhere in the U.S., on a daily basis. Our state-of-the-art showrooms offer our customers an opportunity to manipulate and view their tile and coping selections in a way that will allow them to visualize them on a pool. Master Tile also supplies samples to further assist in the selection process.
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Volcano

1 x 6 Quarter Round trim available in the Volcano Series
3 x 3 Surface Bullnose trim available in the Volcano Series

6 x 6 Tile \ 4 Pieces = 1 SF
3 x 3 Tile \ 1 Sheet = 1.05 SF
1 x 1 Tile \ 1 Sheet = 1 SF

 MAS SV 619
Coping \ PD 760 SAFETY GRIP

 MAS SV 625

 MAS SV 630

 MAS SV 614

 MAS SV 325

 MAS SV 330

 MAS SV 314

 MAS SV 125

 MAS SV 130

 MAS SV 319

 MAS SV 114

 MAS SV 119

 Expect shade variation

 Tile | MAS SV 114
Coping \ NOCHE HONED 4x12

www.mastertile.com
Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
BMX Mix

1 x 1 Tiles \ 1 Sheet = 1 SF
3 x 3 Tiles \ 1 Sheet = 1.05 SF
MOSAIC \ 1 Sheet = 1.12 SF

MAS BMX 310
MAS BMX 320

Expect shade variation

Tile \ MAS BMX 1
Raised Wall \ TORREON, NOCHE MIX 2x4 SPLIT FACE

MAS BMX 1
MAS BMX 2

MAS BMX 100

MAS BMX 200

Tile \ MAS BMX 200
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Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
**MOSAIC**
1 Sheet = 1.05 SF

**MINI MOSAIC**
1 Sheet = 1.05 SF

- Denotes corresponding step trim

- Expect shade variation

---

MOSAIC

- MAS SR 150
- MAS CE 150

MINI MOSAIC

- MAS MR 150
- MAS CE 150

---

**Cliff Edge**

- 1 x 1 Tiles | 1 Sheet = 1 SF
- 6 x 6 Tiles | 4 Pieces = 1 SF

- Expect shade variation

---

Tile
- MAS CE 610

Coping
- NOCHE HONED 4x12

- MAS CE 610
- MAS BMX 100

---

Tile
- MAS CE 120
- MAS CE 130
- MAS CE 140
- MAS CE 150

- MAS CE 610
- MAS CE 110

---

Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Rocky Stream

3 x 3 Mosaic Tiles \ 1 Sheet = 1.05 SF
6 x 6 Tiles \ 4 Pieces = 1 SF
MOSAIC \ 1 Sheet = 1.05 SF

\ Denotes corresponding step trim

Tile \ MAS RKF 610
Coping \ CHESTNUT BROWN

MAS RKF 310
\ MAS HM 120 / MAS HM 106

MAS RKF 610
\ MAS HM 120 / MAS HM 106

MAS RK 1
\ MAS HM 120 / MAS HM 106

MAS RK 4
\ MAS CE 120 / MAS HM 124

MAS BMX 310
\ MAS BMX 100 / MAS GM 28

MAS RKF 640
\ MAS CE 120 / MAS HM 124

MAS RK 6
\ MAS BMX 100 / MAS GM 28

MAS RKF 660
\ MAS BMX 100 / MAS GM 28

Expect shade variation

1 x 6 Quarter Round trim available in the Rocky Stream Series

3 x 3 Surface Bullnose trim available in the Rocky Stream Series

Tile \ MAS RK 4 & MAS RKF 640
Coping \ MAHOGANY

www.mastertile.com
Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Platinum Glass

IN STOCK

1 Sheet = 1.07 SF

MAS PLA GLA 1
MAS PLA GLA 2
MAS PLA GLA 3
MAS PLA GLA 4

Tile | MAS PLA GLA 3
Coping | NOCHE TUMBLED
4x12 EASED EDGE

All glass should be set with any high-grade, flexible mortar system (Latex modify thinset). All glass should be installed according to ANSI A 108.16 installation specifications.

Aim Glass

IN STOCK

1 Sheet = 1 SF

Tile | AIM GC 82323 K1

GP82323B4 GP82323B3 GP82323K3 GC82323T1 GC82323K1 GC82323B2 GC82323B3
GP82348B4 GP82348B3 GP82348K3 GC82348T1 GC82348K1 GC82348B2 GC82348B3
GP82348B2 GP82348B1 GP82348K1 GP82348N1 GV42020N3

There will be variations in color, shade, texture, and size. Final selection should be made from actual glass and not from glass samples or color reproductions. Consumer should inspect glass before installation.

www.mastertile.com
Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Dura Glass

All glass should be set with any high-grade, flexible mortar system (Latex modify thinset). All glass should be installed according to ANSI A 108.16 installation specifications.

Jewelstone Glass

There will be variations in color, shade, texture, and size. Final selection should be made from actual glass and not from glass samples or color reproductions. Consumer should inspect glass before installation.

www.mastertile.com
Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Glow in the Dark

All glass should be set with any high-grade, flexible mortar system (Latex modify thinset). All glass should be installed according to ANSI A 108.16 installation specifications.

Glow in the Dark - Day Time
- Glass \ VID FIRE 2 (day time)
- VID FIRE 1
- VID FIRE 2
- VID FIRE 3
- VID FIRE 4

Glow in the Dark - Night Time
- Glass \ VID FIRE 2 (night time)
- VID FIRE 1
- VID FIRE 2
- VID FIRE 3
- VID FIRE 4

There will be variations in color, shade, texture, and size. Final selection should be made from actual glass and not from glass samples or color reproductions. Consumer should inspect glass before installation.

Lito Tech

6 x 6 Tile \ 4 Pieces = 1 SF
2 x 2 Tile \ 1 Sheet = 1 SF

3 x 12 Bullnose trim available in the Lito Tech Series

ALF LIT ANT 6
ALF LIT ANT MOS 2

Tile \ ALF LIT ANT 6 & 3x6 NOCHE TUMBLED
Coping \ NOCHE TUMBLED CLASSIC

Pietra Roma

6 x 6 Tile \ 4 Pieces = 1 SF
3 x 3 Tile \ 1 Sheet = 1 SF

3 x 12 Bullnose trim available in the Pietra Roma Series

LAP PIE GRE 6
LAP PIE GRE MOS 3
LAP PIE SNO 6
LAP PIE SNO MOS 3
LAP PIE BEI 6
LAP PIE BEI MOS 3

Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
New Slate

6 x 6 Tile \ 4 Pieces = 1 SF
3 x 3 Tile \ 1 Sheet = 1 SF

Tuscany

6 x 6 Tile \ 4 Pieces = 1 SF

www.mastertile.com
Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Isola

6 x 6 Tile \ 4 Pieces = 1 SF
2 x 2 Tile \ 1 Sheet = 1 SF

MAS ISO SAR 6
MAS ISO SAR MOS 2

MAS ISO SIC 6
MAS ISO SIC MOS 2

MAS ISO ELB 6
MAS ISO ELB MOS 2

6 x 6 Bullnose trim available in the Isola Series

Stone Rain

6 x 6 Tile \ 4 Pieces = 1 SF

FON STO GOL 6
FON STO BRO 6
FON STO TAU 6

3 x 24 Bullnose trim available in the Stone Rain Series

Tile \ FON STO GOL 6
Coping \ CHESTNUT BROWN

www.mastertile.com

Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
6 x 6 Tile \ 4 Pieces = 1 SF
2 x 2 Tile \ 1 Sheet = 1 SF

Expect shade variation

Tile \ MAS TAH SAP 6 & DECO
Coping \ BURGUNDY

6 x 6 Bullnose trim available in the Tahitian Series

Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
**Villa Ada**

- 6 x 6 Tiles / 4 pcs = 1 SF
- 2 x 2 Tiles / 1 Sheet = 1 SF

3 x 12 Bullnose trim available in the Villa Ada Series

**Crackle**

- 6 x 6 Tiles / 4 pcs = 1 SF
- 2 x 2 Tiles / 1 Sheet = 1 SF

6 x 6 Bullnose trim available in the Crackle Series

**Blue Stream**

- 6 x 6 Tiles / 4 pcs = 1 SF
- 2 x 2 Tiles / 1 Sheet = 1 SF

Expect shade variation

Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Afrika

6 x 6 Tiles | 4 Pieces = 1 SF
2 x 2 Mosaic Tiles | 1 Sheet = 1 SF

Tile \ FLO AFR CAP 6
Raised Wall \ TORREON,
NOCHE MIX
2x4 SPLIT FACE

FLO AFR CAI MOS 2
FLO AFR CAI 6
FLO AFR CAP MOS 2
FLO AFR CAP 6
FLO AFR DAK MOS 2
FLO AFR DAK 6
FLO AFR NAI MOS 2
FLO AFR NAI 6

3 x 13 Bullnose trim available in the Afrika Series

Expect shade variation

Tile \ FLO AFR CAI MOS 2
Coping \ NOCHE HONED
Water Feature \ NOCHE WOK

www.mastertile.com

Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Stardust

4 Pieces = 1 SF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDS STAR SIE 6</td>
<td>MAS 1x1 RAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS STAR SIE DEC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS STAR GRI 6</td>
<td>MAS CE 130 / MAS GM 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS STAR GRI DEC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS STAR BEI 6</td>
<td>MAS GM 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS STAR BEI DEC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS STAR ROS 6</td>
<td>MAS 1x1 SUN / MAS GM 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS STAR ROS DEC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expect shade variation

Galaxi

2 x 2 Mosaic \ 1 Sheet = 1 SF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDS GAL NEP 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS GAL NEP 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS GAL VEN 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS GAL VEN 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 x 12 Bullnose trim available in the Stardust Series

Tile \ CDS STAR BEI 6 & DECO
Coping \ NOCHE TUMBLED

Tile \ CDS GAL NEP 6
Coping \ ACADEMY GREY
SAFETY GRIP

3 x 12 Bullnose trim available in the Galaxi Series

www.mastertile.com

Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Sole Slate

6 x 6 Ballast trim available in the Sole Slate Series

4 Pieces = 1 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

SOL SLA BLU 6
MAS 1x1 RAI
MAS GM 77

SOL SLA BEI 6
MAS 1x1 JUN
MAS GM 28

SOL SLA BLU DECO

SOL SLA BEI DECO

Desert Canyon

4 Pieces = 1 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

MAS DS 650
MAS RM 140

Expect shade variation

Random

1 Sheet = 1.05 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

Tile \ MAS RM 104
Coping \ NOCHE TUMBLED CLASSIC
Raised Wall \ 3x6 NOCHE TUMBLED and 2x4 NOCHE SPLIT FACE

MAS RM 102
MAS GM 77

MAS RM 104
MAS GM 28

MAS RM 103
MAS CE 120

www.mastertile.com

Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use consitious acceptance.
Rosetta

3 x 3 Tiles \ 1 Sheet = 1.05 SF
6 x 6 Tiles \ 4 Pieces = 1 SF
MOSAIC \ 1 Sheet = 1.05 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

3 x 3 Surface Bullnose trim available in the Rosetta Series

Tile \ MAS SKN 7
Coping \ TORREON TUMBLED

1 x 6 Quarter Round trim available in the Rosetta Series

MAS SKN 1
MAS CE 110
MAS HM 164
MAS GM 28

MAS SKN 2
MAS 1x1 JUN
MAS CE 110
MAS HM 164
MAS GM 28

MAS SKN 10
MAS CE 110
MAS CE 150

MAS SKN 70
MAS CE 150
MAS HM 164
MAS GM 28

MAS SKNF 610
MAS CE 110
MAS HM 164
MAS GM 28

MAS SKNF 670
MAS CE 150
MAS HM 164
MAS GM 28

MAS SKNF 660

Expect shade variation

Nepal

6 x 6 Tiles \ 4 Pieces = 1 SF
3 x 3 Tiles \ 1 Sheet = 1 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

3 x 12 Bullnose trim available in the Nepal Series

Tile \ ALF NEP BEH 6

ALF NEP SAN 6
MAS GM 71

ALF NEP SAN MOS 3
MAS GM 71

ALF NEP BEH MOS 3
MAS HM 164
MAS GM 28

ALF NEP BEH MOS 3
MAS HM 164
MAS GM 28

ALF NEP BEH 6
MAS GM 28
Iride

4 Pieces = 1 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

CDS IRI BLU 6  
MAS 1x1 RAI

CDS IRI BLU DEC

3 x 12 Bullnose trim available in the Iride Series

Tile / CDS IRI BLU 6
Coping / CHEROKEE RED

CDS IRI CAR 6  
MAS GM 28

CDS IRI DEC

Expect shade variation

CDS IRI CRM 6  
MAS 1x1 SUN / MAS GM 60

CDS IRI CRM DEC

Sandstone

4 Pieces = 1 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

VAL SAN PEA 6  
MAS 1x1 SUN
MAS HM 164

VAL SAN BLU 6  
MAS HM 164

3 x 12 Bullnose trim available in the Sandstone Series

Tile / VAL SAN BLU 6
Coping / TORREON HONED
EASED EDGE
D Project

2 x 2 Mosaic | 1 Sheet = 1 SF
6 x 6 Tiles | 4 Pieces = 1 SF

Tile | GAZ DPR SAV 6

GAZ DPR IND 6
GAZ DPR IND MOS 2
GAZ DPR MID MOS 2
GAZ DPR MID 6
GAZ DPR SAV MOS 2
GAZ DPR SAV 6

3 x 12 Bullnose trim available in the D Project and Pietra d’Assisi Series

Expect shade variation

Pietra d’Assisi

4 Pieces = 1 SF
Denotes corresponding step trim

Tile | CER PDA OCR 6
Coping | SHELLSTONE

CER PDA OCR 6
MAS HM 164
CER PDA NOC 6
MAS GM 22
Jamaica

2 x 2 Mosaic | 1 Sheet = 1 SF
6 x 6 Tiles | 4 Pieces = 1 SF

3 x 12 Bullnose trim available in the Jamaica Series

Tile | CDS JAM BLU 6
Coping | SHELLSTONE

CDS JAM BLU 6
CDS JAM BLU 2
CDS JAM GIA 2
CDS JAM GIA 6
CDS JAM ROS 6
CDS JAM ROS 2
CDS JAM VER 2
CDS JAM VER 6

Expect shade variation

El Oro

4 Pieces = 1 SF

△ Denotes corresponding step trim

3 x 12 Bullnose trim available in the El Oro Series

Tile | MAS ELO GOL 30 6

MAS ELO GOL 30 6
△ MAS 1x1 RAI

Expect shade variation

MAS ELO GOL 70 6
△ MAS 1x1 JUN / MAS CE 110

Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Venetian

6 x 6 Tiles \ 4 Pieces = 1 SF
3 x 3 Tiles \ 1 Sheet = 1 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

- MAS VEN IND 6
  - MAS HM 110
  - MAS 1x1 RAI
- MAS VEN GRA 6
  - MAS HM 110
  - MAS 1x1 RAI
- MAS VEN COB 6
  - MAS 1x1 SUN
  - MAS GM 60
- MAS VEN AZU 6
  - MAS 1x1 RAI
- MAS VEN GIA 6
  - MAS 1x1 JUN

Expect shade variation

- MAS VEN IND 3
  - MAS HM 110
  - MAS 1x1 RAI
- MAS VEN GRA 3
  - MAS HM 110
  - MAS 1x1 RAI
- MAS VEN COB 3
  - MAS 1x1 SUN
  - MAS GM 60
- MAS VEN GIA 3
  - MAS 1x1 JUN

- MAS VEN AZU DEC
- MAS VEN GRA DEC
- MAS VEN COB DEC
- MAS VEN AZU DEC
- MAS VEN GIA DEC

6 x 6 Bullnose trim available in the Venetian Series

Cas RV

4 Pieces = 1 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

- Tile \ CAS RV PEA 6
  - Coping \ RIVIERA

3 x 13 Bullnose trim available in the Cas RV Series

- CAS RV PEA 6
  - MAS GM 22
- CAS RV NER 6
  - MAS 1x1 SUN | MAS GM 28

Expect shade variation
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Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Pietra

4 Pieces = 1 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

3 x 13 Bullnose trim available in the Pietra Series

FON PIE QUA 6
- MAS HM 164
- MAS GM 28

Expect shade variation

FON PIE LAK 6
- MAS GM 28
- MAS SV 125

Everest

4 Pieces = 1 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

Tile \ FON PIE BAH 6

Tile \ ELI EVE VER 6

Expect shade variation

ELI EVE VER 6
- MAS GM 28
- MAS SV 125
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Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Mix 1 x 1

Expected shade variation

MAS MIX 1 - 3 | 1 Sheet = 1 SF
MAS MIX 4 - 6 | 1 Sheet = 1.10 SF

Tile | MAS MIX 5

MAS MIX 1
MAS MIX 2
MAS MIX 3

MAS MIX 4
MAS MIX 5
MAS MIX 6

Tile | MAS MIX 3
Coping | CHESTNUT BROWN

Tapestry

1 Sheet = 1 SF

Tile | MAS TS 90
Coping | BIRCH

MAS TS 95
MAS TS 90

Empire Mix

1 Sheet = 1 SF

MAS EM 121
MAS EM 124

Expect shade variation

Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Snake Skin

1 Sheet = 1 SF
Denotes corresponding step trim

MAS SNA 74
MAS 1x1 RAI / MAS HM 164

MAS SNA 87
MAS GM 28

MAS SNA 57
MAS GM 28 / MAS 1x1 SUN

Expect shade variation

Buenos

1 Sheet = 1.07 SF
Denotes corresponding step trim

 MAS BUE 37
 MAS HM 122 / MAS CE 110

 MAS BUE 40
 MAS HM 140 / MAS GM 71

 MAS BUE 244
 MAS HM 106 / MAS HM 206

Luciana

1 Sheet = 1.15 SF
Denotes corresponding step trim

 MAS LC 4141
 MAS HM 110

 MAS LC 2440 S
 MAS HM 113 / MAS HM 106

Expect shade variation

Tile \ MAS BUE 244

Tile \ MAS LC 4141
Coping \ IMPERIAL RED
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Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Sea Bluff

1 Sheet = 1.05 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

Expect shade variation

Tile \ MAS MBL 805
Coping \ IMPERIAL RED

MAS MBL 805

MAS MBL 806

MAS HM 144 / MAS HM 110
MAS HM 106 / MAS HM 113

Sunburst

1 Sheet = .98 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

MAS STB 807

MAS STB 808

MAS HM 113 / MAS HM 213
MAS HM 106 / MAS HM 206

Waterside

1 Sheet = 1.05 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

Tile \ MAS WS 105
Coping \ AUTUMN LEAVES

MAS WS 252

MAS WS 2440 S

MAS WS 253

MAS WS 105

MAS HM 110
MAS HM 244

MAS HM 106
MAS HM 113

MAS HM 140
MAS HM 144

MAS HM 106
MAS HM 206
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Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
2 x 2 Unglazed

1 Sheet = .97 SF

2 x 2 Granitone

1 Sheet = .97 SF

Expect shade variation

Aqua

1 Sheet = 1.02 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

6 x 6 Field

4 Pieces = 1 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

Tile \ MAS K 669
Coping \ SHELLSTONE

MAS K 620 \ MAS HM 110
MAS K 625 \ MAS HM 124
MAS K 646 \ MAS HM 140
MAS K 669 \ MAS HM 109

Tile \ MAS DPQ 30
Coping \ IMPERIAL RED
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Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Listello Stone

1 Piece = .56 SF (Sold by the piece)

Denotes corresponding step trim

MAS LS 382

MAS 1x1 RAI / MAS 1x1 SUN

Expect shade variation

MAS LS 379

Coping \ ACADEMY GRAY

MAS LS 379

MAS 1x1 RAI

Listello

1 Piece = .56 SF (Sold by the piece)

Denotes corresponding step trim

Tile \ MAS L 240 S

Coping \ TORREON TUMBLED

MAS L 240 S

MAS HM 110

OS

4 Pieces = 1 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

MAS OS 41

MAS HM 124

MAS OS 32

MAS HM 110

Expect shade variation

6 x 6 Bullnose Trim available in the OS Series

OS

Tile \ MAS OS 32

Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Diamond Reminiscing

Expects shade variation

1 Sheet = 1 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

3 x 3 Surface Bullnose trim available in the Diamond Reminiscing & 3x3 Reminiscing Series

3x3 Reminiscing

1 Sheet = 1 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

MAS REM 641
MAS HM 141

MAS REM 643
MAS HM 144

MAS REM 644
MAS HM 143

MAS REM 645
MAS HM 145

2x2 Reminiscing

1 Sheet = 1 SF

Denotes corresponding step trim

MAS REM 241
MAS HM 141

MAS REM 243
MAS HM 143

MAS REM 244
MAS HM 144

MAS REM 245
MAS HM 145

Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Penny Round

1 Sheet = 1.06 SF

MAS PR 22
MAS PR 54

Shoreline 1x1

1 Sheet = 1 SF

MAS 1x1 RAI
MAS 1x1 SUN
MAS 1x1 JUN

Expect shade variation

Harmony 100 1x1

1 Sheet = 1.10 SF

MAS HM 106
MAS HM 109
MAS HM 110
MAS HM 113
MAS HM 120
MAS HM 124

MAS HM 140
MAS HM 141
MAS HM 143
MAS HM 144
MAS HM 145
MAS HM 164

Trim Tile

Trim Tiles available in Florida only, allow for shipping into our other locations. Not Frost Proof.

2 Pieces = 1 LF

SHINY FINISH

*MAS A 4200 GVT 90
*MAS A 4200 GVT 92
*MAS A 4200 GVT 76
*MAS A 4200 GVT 77

MATTE FINISH

*MAS A 4200 GVT 50
*MAS A 4200 GVT 53
*MAS A 4200 GVT 56
*MAS A 4200 GVT 57

*MAS A 4200 GVT 46
*MAS A 4200 GVT 49
*MAS A 4200 GVT 85

*Also available in slip resistant
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Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Travertine Stone  Copping and deck tiles are available in eleven beautiful colors. They are available in various sizes of coping and paving tiles. They are ideal for interior as well as exterior uses. As with any natural stone, slight imperfections in color, size and shape are to be expected. We strongly recommend inspection before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.

**Classic Travertine Coping 3cm**

Call your local branch for pricing and availability.

Slightly thinner at 1¼" thick, this travertine coping offers the elegant look of natural stone at a price level comparable to flagstone as well as brick bullnose coping.

**TORREON**

Honed 12 x 12 Coping

Tumbled 12 x 12 Coping

**NOCHE**

Honed 12 x 12 Coping

Tumbled 12 x 12 Coping

Expect shade variation

All natural stones must be sealed (see page 41). Sealing is an absolute MUST to guard against salt attack on salt water pools, as well as water penetration that can affect the durability of the stone. Buyer must determine that the product’s slip resistance is acceptable for an outdoor application.

Travertine Pavers

Call your local branch for pricing and availability.

Available in 1¼" and 1" thickness

**Torreon Tumbled Versailles**

**Noche Tumbled Versailles**

**Travertine Pavers \ NOCHE TUMBLED VERSAILLES**

Freeze-Thaw Warning: Torreon and Noche Tumbled Travertine coping and Travertine Pavers are not recommended for climates where severe freeze-thaw cycles are experienced.
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Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Travertine 3x6 Split Face

Torreon 3x6 Split Face
Noche 3x6 Split Face

Travertine 3x6 Tumbled

Torreon 3x6 Tumbled
Noche 3x6 Tumbled

Freeze-Then Warning:
Torreon Tumbled and Noche Tumbled Travertine 2x4, 3x6, and 6x24 Ledge Stone are not recommended for climates where severe freeze-thaw cycles are experienced.

Travertine Ledge Stone

Tile/ NOCHE TUMBLED 3x6
Coping/ NOCHE TUMBLED CLASSIC

Torreon 6x24 Ledge Stone
Noche 6x24 Ledge Stone
Torreon / Noche Mix 6x24 Ledge Stone

Travertine 2x4 Split Face

Tile/VAL.VI. NOC 6
Coping/NOCHE TUMBLED CLASSIC
Raised wall/ NOCHE 2x4 SPLIT FACE

Torreon 2x4 Split Face
Noche 2x4 Split Face
Torreon / Noche Mix 2x4 Split Face

Raised Wall/ TORREON LEDGE STONE
Coping/ NOCHE HONED
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Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Travertine Stone

TORREON STONE HONED

Coping \ TORREON STONE HONED

12 x 18 Double Bullnose Coping

12 x 12 Tile 16 x 16 Tile

12 x 12 Coping

4 x 12 Coping

12 x 24 Coping

TORREON STONE TUMBLED

12 x 12 Coping

4 x 12 Coping

12 x 12 Tile 16 x 16 Tile

3 x 3 Tile

6 x 6 Tile

3 x 6 Tile

NOCHE FILLED & HONED

12 x 12 Coping

4 x 12 Coping

12 x 12 Tile 16 x 16 Tile

NOCHE TUMBLED

12 x 24 Coping

4 x 12 Coping

12 x 12 Tile 16 x 16 Tile

3 x 3 Tile

6 x 6 Tile

3 x 6 Tile

Expect shade variation

All Natural Stones must be sealed (see page 41). Sealing is an absolute MUST to guard against salt attack on salt water pools, as well as water penetration that can affect the durability of the stone. Buyer must determine that the product’s slip resistance is acceptable for an outdoor application.

Freeze-Thaw Warning: Noche Tumbled & Torreon Stone Tumbled are not recommended for climates where severe freeze-thaw cycles are experienced.
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Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Travertine Stone

All natural stones must be sealed (see page 41). Sealing is an absolute MUST to guard against salt attack on salt water pools, as well as water penetration that can affect the durability of the stone. Buyer must determine that the product’s slip resistance is acceptable for an outdoor application.

JEROME HONED

12 x 12 Tile
16 x 16 Tile

12 x 12 Coping

4 x 12 Coping

JEROME TUMBLED

12 x 24 Coping

12 x 12 Tile
16 x 16 Tile

12 x 12 Coping

4 x 12 Coping

CARAMELO HONED

12 x 12 Coping

12 x 12 Tile
16 x 16 Tile

12 x 12 Coping

4 x 12 Coping

DURANGO VEIN CUT HONED

12 x 24 Coping

12 x 12 Tile
16 x 16 Tile

12 x 12 Coping

4 x 12 Coping

Freeze-Thaw Warning: Jerome Tumbled is not recommended for climates where severe freeze-thaw cycles are experienced.

Expect shade variation
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Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Travertine Eased Edge

All natural stones must be sealed (see page 41). Sealing is an absolute MUST to guard against salt attack on salt water pools, as well as water penetration that can affect the durability of the stone. Buyer must determine that the product's slip resistance is acceptable for an outdoor application.

TORREON

12 x 24 Honed

4 x 12 Honed

12 x 24 Tumbled

4 x 12 Tumbled

NOCHE

Expect shade variation

12 x 24 Tumbled

4 x 12 Tumbled

DORADO

12 x 24 Tumbled

4 x 12 Tumbled

CARAMELO

Freeze-Thaw Warning:
Torreon, Noche, and Dorado
Eased Edge Tumbled are not recommended for climates where severe freeze-thaw cycles are experienced.

12 x 24 Honed

4 x 12 Honed

DURANGO VEIN CUT

Coping \ TORREON HONED EASED EDGE

Travertine Spa Kits

Made-to-order travertine coping cut to a specific radius to accommodate a 7' spa. This process allows for a bullnose finish on both the inside and outside edges of the spa coping.

Available in both Torreon and Noche colors as well as honed and tumbled finishes.

8' Spa Kit

Coping \ TORREON HONED
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Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Travertine Stone

DORADO HONED

12 x 24 Coping
12 x 12 Coping
4 x 12 Coping
12 x 12 Tile
16 x 16 Tile

All natural stones must be sealed (see page 41). Sealing is an absolute MUST to guard against salt attack on salt water pools, as well as water penetration that can affect the durability of the stone. Buyer must determine that the product's slip resistance is acceptable for an outdoor application.

DORADO TUMBLED

12 x 12 Coping
12 x 24 Coping
4 x 12 Coping
12 x 12 Tile
16 x 16 Tile

Coping \ DORADO HONED

Expect shade variation

Freeze-THaw Warning:
Shellstone and Dorado Tumbled are not recommended for climates where severe freeze-thaw cycles are experienced.

Shellstone

12 x 18 Double Bullnose Coping
12 x 12 Coping
4 x 12 Coping
4 x 8 Split Face Paver
12 x 12 Tile
18 x 18 Tile

Tile \ WS 252
Coping \ SHELLSTONE

Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Natural Slate has a texture and range of color unlike any other natural stone. Slate combines beautifully with other natural materials and is an excellent choice for exterior applications. It is available in a variety of colors and sizes for decking applications. As with any natural stone, expect slight imperfections in size and shape. Wide ranges in color enhance slate’s natural beauty, as no two pieces are alike. We strongly recommend inspection before installation. Use constitutes acceptance. Some flaking of slate should be expected after installation. Condition will lessen over time.

RIVIERA

12 x 24 Coping

4 x 12 Coping

12 x 12 Coping

12 x 12 Tile
18 x 18 Tile

Example of Riviera Color Range

12 x 12 Tile

Field Coping \ GOLDEN PLAINS 12” BULLNOSE

GOLDEN PLAINS

12 x 24 Coping

4 x 12 Coping

6 x 6 Tile
12 x 12 Tile
18 x 18 Tile

Golden Plains Ashtlar Mosaic

6 x 6 Tile

12 x 12 Tile
18 x 18 Tile

Chestnut Brown Ashtlar Mosaic

All slate products must be sealed (see page 41). Sealing will prevent water penetration that can affect the durability of the stone. Water penetration can also damage the material in freezing conditions.

Slate Ledge Stone

Desert Sand 6 x 24 Ledge Stone

Multi 6 x 24 Ledge Stone

Expect shade variation

Golden Plains 6 x 24 Ledge Stone

Ledge Stone \ GOLDEN PLAINS 6x24

Freeze-Thaw Warning: Slate Ledge Stone is not recommended for climates where severe freeze-thaw cycles are experienced.
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Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Pool Coping Brick

FLORIDA BRICK & CLAY
This series is the Cadillac of all coping brick. Smooth, rounded edges give that distinct look of perfection.

Available in 8” and 12” Coping

*Freeze-Thaw Warning: Cadet Gray, Birch, and Bone are not recommended for climates where severe freeze-thaw cycles are experienced.

FLORIDA BRICK & CLAY RETRO
This ¾” thick coping brick is an excellent option for pool remodeling or for installation on new fiberglass pools.

*Freeze-Thaw Warning: Birch & Bone are not recommended for climates where severe freeze-thaw cycles are experienced.

MARION CERAMICS
This line features a rolled cushion edge that provides a clean, precision look with no sharp edges.

Available in 9” and 12” Coping and a 2 ¾” and 1 ½” Paver

MUTUAL MATERIALS
Available in 9” and 12” Coping, 2 ¼” Paver and 1” Paver.

1” Paver not available in Ebony

SAFETY GRIP COPING
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Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
SGM Spraydeck
Add beauty to concrete decking with this slip resistant, comfortable deck surface. This is the perfect choice for pool and spa decks, walkways, entrances, and driveways.

River Rok
Natural Pebble Pool Finish

Sandy Sheer Descent
Available in 12” to 60” lengths with standard or extended lip

Dry Treat Sealers

Closeout Tiles
Closeout products are offered at a discounted price. All sales are final. Please contact the pool branch nearest you to confirm pricing and availability.
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Shade variations are an inherent characteristic of all kiln-fired ceramic tiles. Please inspect actual shade of tile before installation. Use constitutes acceptance.
Ceramic Tile Designs

Dolphin Left
24" x 40" DOLBLULM
18" x 30" DOLBLULS

Dolphin Right
20" x 40" DOLBLULM
15" x 30" DOLBLULS

Dolphin Group
(1 left, 2 rights, 1 FREE bait ball)
62" x 62" DOLGRPM-BL
62" x 62" multi color DOLGRPM-MC
47" x 42" DOLGRPS-BL
47" x 42" multi color DOLGRPS-MC

Beach Ball
11" blue
multi color BBAMCOM
7" blue
multi color BBAMCOA

Coral Fish
5" x 5" CFROBARS

Long Nosed Butterfly Fish
6" x 8" LNBYYS

Regal Tang
6" x 9" TREBLUS

Clown Fish
5" x 7" CFROBARS

Queen Angelfish
11" x 17" QAQYRL
7" x 10" QAQYLM

Shark with Shell
24" x 61" SAIHBARM

Tropical Reef
24" x 33" TREMCOM

Crab 8" Blue
5" x 8" CRAUBLU

Blue Summer Crab
7" x 12" CBMSMCOOS

Loggerhead Turtle Brown
26" x 20" TLOEBRL
15" x 15" TLOEBRM
8" x 8" TLOEBRS

Loggerhead Turtle Green
26" x 20" TLOEBRG
15" x 15" TLOEBRM
8" x 8" TLOEBRS

Dolphin Group
(1 left, 2 rights, 1 FREE bait ball)
66" x 92" SAIGRP
36" x 49" SAIGRP

Sealish Group
(1 left, 1 right, 1 FREE bait ball)
66" x 92" SAIGRP
36" x 49" SAIGRP

Sealish, Right
48" x 46" SAIUBLU
27" x 20" SAIUBLUR

Sealish, Left
66" x 63" SAIUBLUL
33" x 23" SAIUBLUL

RasT Ball
17" x 22" BBAGRAL
10" x 13" BBAGRAS

Please ask your Master Tile Sales Representative for our master catalog showcasing our ceramic and glass tile designs as well as our custom capabilities.
Accents & Step Markers

- Loggerhead Turtle 6" blue green
- Fleur de Lis 6" aqua blue brown orange red yellow
- Starfish 9" blue brown light blue
- Mini Dolphin 6" dark blue grey light blue
- Seahorse 5" aqua blue brown orange red tan yellow
- Seaside 6" aqua blue brown orange red tan yellow
- Seashore 5" aqua blue brown orange red tan yellow
- Seashell 5" aqua blue brown orange red tan yellow

Custom Designs
Available in Ceramic or Glass. If you can dream it, we can create it!

Glass Tile Designs

- Starfish 8"x6" G-STS
- Superstar Fish 6"x10" G-SFS
- Coral Reef, Topview 33"x33" G-CORL
- Angel Fish 9"x18" G-AFM
- Clown Fish 8"x9" G-CFS
- Loggerhead Turtle with Shadow 36"x38" G-LTSHR
- Starfish, Left 68"x36" G-SALE

Shade and size variations are inherent characteristics in all handcrafted ceramic and glass tile products. These variations are a trademark of handcrafted quality and add to the unique beauty of your individual mosaic. Our mosaic tile has passed ASTM C1026 Standard Test Method for resistance to freeze/thaw cycling, and is impervious to normal pool chemicals. We guarantee our mosaics for life.
Houston Area

POOL DIVISION
7350 Denny St., Suite 100
Houston, TX 77040
Ph: 832-467-8850
Fax: 832-467-8899
888-647-8453 Toll Free

SOUTHWEST FREEWAY COLOURS OF THE RAINBOW
4340 Southwest Fwy
Houston, TX 77046
Ph: 713-993-0727
Fax: 713-993-0747

Other Locations

NEW JERSEY
2553 Route 130 S., Suite # 4
Cranbury, NJ 08512
Ph: 609-409-5409
Fax: 609-409-2455
888-865-6685 Toll Free

DALLAS
2230 LBJ Freeway, Suite 100
Dallas, TX 75234
Ph: 972-484-9777
Fax: 972-484-9594
888-461-8453 Toll Free

OKLAHOMA CITY
1412 S. MacArthur Blvd.
Oklahoma City, OK 73128
Ph: 405-946-9300
Fax: 405-946-6384

LAS VEGAS
5550 Cameron St., Ste. D
Las Vegas, NV 89118
Ph: 702-220-8455
Fax: 702-220-9755
800-291-5135 Toll Free

ANAHEIM
4920 E. Landon Dr.
Anaheim, CA 92807
Ph: 714-701-0381
Fax: 714-701-0653
800-561-4225 Toll Free

TAMPA
4925 Distribution Dr.
Tampa, FL 33605
Ph: 813-248-2200
Fax: 813-248-2207
866-481-8453 Toll Free

MasterTile
POOL & SPA TILE
www.mastertile.com